* An intro/“lede” that grab’s readers’ attention and eases them into the topic
  A B C D 0

* A “bridge” that reveals/clearly identifies the specific focus of the article
  A B C D 0

* A “body” that is focused and contains:
  - objective narration (reporting only what you find and not own opinion) √ 0
  - 1 primary source (contextualized and attributed to your credible source) √ 0
  - 2 secondary sources (attributed)
    1 “reliable” news outlet that verifies; √ 0
    1 scholarly academic source that extends √ 0
  A B C D 0

* A “conclusion” that wraps up short article and adds something new/looks
  forward/offers a “So what?”
  A B C D 0

* Article Lucidity— clear, direct sentences; use of topic sentences that introduce reader
  to focus of paragraph, and transitions sentences that guide the reader from one
  idea/paragraph to the next; logically organized
  A B C D 0

* Editing/Proofreading—adheres to the rules of Standard Written English; minimal
  grammar, punctuation, spelling, typing and sentence-structure errors
  A B C D 0

* Format—600-800 words, 12-point font; double-spaced; 1 inch margins, correct right
  justified header, stapled, page numbers
  A B C D 0

Suggestions for Revision: 

Grade: